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Chapter 9

This chapter will consider the case of low-rank recovery/learning.
This case is similar to Chapter 8, where we discussed sparsity con-
straints: pure low-rank constraints are non-convex in nature. The
problem is very similar, where the sparsity of the vector is analogous
to the low-rankness of the matrix. Despite the similarities between
the two cases, the low-rank case will reveal a di↵erent approach to
handle such constraints: that of matrix factorization. Overall, in this
chapter, we will provide motivation, background, and solutions for
a low-rank optimization problem, that of matrix sensing, which is
simple enough to allow us to derive rigorous guarantees and obtain
intuition when and why such methods work in practice.

Low rankness, Matrix sensing

Motivation: Quantum state Tomography.Quantum tomog-
raphy is one of the main procedures to identify the nature of
imperfections and deviations in the quantum processing unit
(QPU) implementation [70,71]. Generally, quantum tomogra-
phy is composed of two main parts: i) measuring the quantum
system, and ii) analyzing the measurement data to obtain an
estimation of the density matrix (in the case of state tomog-
raphy [70]), or of the quantum process (in the case of process
tomography [72]). In this chapter, we focus on the case of
state tomography.

As the number of free parameters defining quantum states
and processes scale exponentially with the number of subsys-
tems, quantum tomography is generally a non-scalable pro-
tocol [73]. In particular, quantum state tomography (QST)
su↵ers from two bottlenecks related to its two main parts.
The first concern is the extensive data one must collect to per-
form tomography; the second concern is numerically searching
in exponentially ample space for a density matrix consistent
with the data.

Simply put, in QST, the goal is to test whether the output
of a quantum circuit (which implements a quantum algorithm,
a quantum simulation, etc) in quantum computer is what we
expect. While this argument reads weird (i.e., if we know what
to expect, why do we run the quantum algorithm in the first
place?), QST is a verification tool: it is used in cases where we
know the answer to the problem, and we measure the system
to see how far we are from that answer (due to inconsisten-
cies, errors in the quantum implementation, etc.). Overall,
a quantum computer is a non-deterministic machine, where
we do not know the final state precisely unless we measure
it (this is where Schröedinger’s cat comes into the picture!).
In QST, we only have measurements of the final state (we
will define it shortly). We cannot see any intermediate state
of the procedure without ruining the whole process: taking
observation in quantum information sciences means that we
“destroy” any quantum process followed up to this point (i.e.,
we cannot “take a look” and then ask the system to continue
its process). Thus, in QST, the procedure is to prepare the
system to output a state that we expect: if we perform the
steps “correctly“, w.h.p. we measure parts of the anticipated
state with some added noise; if we can repeat the measure-
ment many times, we keep the data, and we try to inverse the
procedure to get the value of the state we expect as an output.
This way, we can measure how errors add and propagate in
this implementation of a quantum system, thus leading to a
verification tool.

Setup of QST.The setup we consider here is that of an q-
qubit state under the prior assumption that the state is close
to a pure state, and thus, its density matrix is of low rank.

This assumption is justified by state-of-the-art experiments,
where we aim to manipulate the pure states by unitary maps.
Theoretically, the low-rank assumption means that we can use
compressed sensing techniques, which allow the recovery of the
density matrix from relatively few measurement data [74]. As
we show below, this is similar to a least-square problem, where
we want to measure how close the output of the quantum ma-
chine is to the ground-truth matrix.

A quantum state can be described by a density matrix (i.e.,
the ground-truth matrix) X? 2 R2q⇥2q ; this matrix represents
the state that the quantum system is in, also called q-qubit
state. The measurements of the state are the expected val-
ues of q-qubit Pauli’s observables, which are represented as
matrices Ai 2 C2q⇥2q ; pay attention that we are working on
the complex plane. Then, based on the above, we obtain a
measurement vector yi 2 Rm, which follows the next rule:16

yi = hAi, X
?i+ ei = tr(Ai ·X?) + ei, , i = 1, ....m,

for some error noise term, ei 2 R. Here, for this particu-
lar problem case, Ai’s are Kronecker products of Pauli opera-
tors.17 In particular, they take the form:

Ai = �i1 ⌦ �i2 ⌦ · · ·⌦ �iq ,

where �ij 2 �x,y,z,I are selected randomly and the matrices
�x,y,z,I are:

�I =


1 0
0 1

�
, �x =


0 1
1 0

�

�y =


0 �i
i 0

�
, �z =


1 0
0 �1

�

Classical quantum state tomography is like solving linear
equations; with no prior knowledge of X? about the low-
rankness, if we have O(2q · 2q) = O(4q) observations yi mea-
surements, it is possible to reverse the procedure and recover
an approximation of X? from yi’s and knowing the used Ai

Pauli matrices. When these notes were written, the current
most extensive quantum computer in the world was utilizing
q = 53; currently, we are even in the q = 127 case. This makes
the size of X? very, very large! Further, asking for O(4q)
measurements is impossible.

Thus, if we do not assume anything about the state X?, the
number of measurements needed is so large (253⇥253 - do the
math!) Similar to measurements in the sparsity problem, if we
know that the state is a low-rank one, one can hope for less
than O(4q) measurements. For instance, if we have a rank-1
matrix for X?, we only need to know the vector of length 2q

and take the outer vector with itself to get the rank-1 matrix
X? 2 R2q⇥2q , instead of knowing the whole matrix that has
2q ·2q measurements. Further, we might know additional infor-
mation about X? (e.g., that is a positive semi-definite matrix).
Overall, quantum states that can be well-approximated with
low-rank density matrices X? are called pure quantum states;
these are states that might not be the most interesting ones
in the quantum community, but they are considered as a first
step before going into more mixed states. In practice, even if
we assume X? is rank-1, it will be heavily contaminated with
noise + other phenomena appear that increase the rank in

16A lot of details are “glossed out” at this stage, and this formulation satisfies the purpose of this
chapter.
17For two matrices A 2 Rm⇥n and B 2 Rp⇥q , the Kronecker product A⌦B is a pm⇥qn
block matrix such that:

A ⌦ B =

2

664

a11B . . . a1nB

...
. . .

...
am1B . . . amnB

3

775

.
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practice. However, this chapter assumes that X? is low-rank
(of rank r, for known r). And, similar to the sparsity case, we
will see that for rank-r matrices of size p⇥ p matrix, we need
O(pr) measurements instead of O(p2).

Related work on QST.Over the years, there have been various
approaches to improve the scalability of QST, compared to full
QST [75–77]. Focusing on the data collection bottleneck, prior
information about the unknown quantum state is often as-
sumed to reduce the resources required. For example, in com-
pressed sensing QST [73, 78], it is assumed that the system’s
density matrix is low-rank. In neural network QST [79–81],
one assumes real and positive wavefunctions, which occupy
a restricted place in the landscape of quantum states. Ex-
tensions of neural networks to complex wave-functions, or the
ability to represent density matrices of mixed states, have been
further considered in the literature, after proper reparameter-
ization of the Restricted Boltzmann machines [79]. The prior
information considered in these cases is that they are char-
acterized by structured quantum states, which is the reason
for the very high performances of neural network QST [79].18

Similarly, in matrix-product-state tomography [82,83], one as-
sumes that the state-to-be-estimated can be represented with
low bond-dimension matrix-product state.
Focusing on the computational bottleneck, several works in-

troduce sophisticated numerical methods to improve the ef-
ficiency of QST. Particularly, variations of gradient descent
convex solvers—e.g., [84–87]—are time-e�cient in idealized
(synthetic) scenarios [87], and only after a proper distributed
system design [88]. The problem is that achieving such re-
sults seems to require utilizing special-purpose hardware (like
GPUs). Thus, going beyond current capabilities requires novel
methods that e�ciently search in the space of density matrices
under more realistic scenarios. Importantly, such numerical
methods should come with guarantees on their performance
and convergence.
Indeed, by now, compressed sensing QST is widely used

for estimating highly-pure quantum states, e.g., [73, 89–91].
However, compressed sensing QST usually relies on convex
optimization for the estimation part [78]; this limits the ap-
plicability to relatively small system sizes [73]. On the other
hand, non-convex optimization can perform much faster than
its convex counterpart [92]. Although non-convex optimiza-
tion typically lacks convergence guarantees, it was recently
shown that one could formulate compressed sensing QST as
a non-convex problem and solve it with rigorous convergence
guarantees (under specific but generic conditions), allowing
state estimation of larger system sizes [92].

Matrix sensing.QST is an instance of what is called matrix
sensing. Formally, the matrix sensing problem is as follows:
Given a measurement mechanism A : Rp⇥p ! Rm, matrix
sensing is seeking a solution to the following optimization
problem:19

minimize
X2Rp⇥p

1
2 ·

m�1X

i=0

(yi � (A(X))i)
2

subject to rank(X)  r.

Here, the linear measurements are yi, i 2 [0,m � 1], which
is assumed to be generated by the model yi = (A(X?))i :=
hAi, X

?i, where X? 2 Rp⇥p. I.e., (A(·))i = hAi, ·i. Without
constraints or a structural assumption on X?, the problem
is under-determined with infinite solutions. However, given
a rank r matrix and a su�ciently large number of measure-
ments, a unique solution may exist that may be found via
optimization.

Restricted Isometry Property. Similar to the sparsity case, a
pivotal assumption is that the linear map A satisfies the re-
stricted isometry property for low-rank matrices:

Def inition 33. (Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [93]) A linear
operator A : Cd⇥d ! Rm satisfies the RIP on rank-r ma-
trices, with parameter �r 2 (0, 1), if the following holds for
any rank-r matrix X 2 Cd⇥d, with high probability:

(1� �r) · kXk2F  kA(X)k22  (1 + �r) · kXk2F .

Such maps (almost) preserve the Frobenius norm of low-
rank matrices and, as an extension, of low-rank Hermitian
matrices. The intuition behind RIP is that A(·) behaves as
almost a bijection between the subspaces Cd⇥d and Rm when
we focus on low-rank matrices.

Algorithmic solutions for matrix sensing. Similar to the sparse
case, to solve the matrix sensing problem (for now, consider
QST formulation without the PSD and trace constraint), we
have several approaches, split into the convex and nonconvex
camps:

i) Through convexification: Nuclear Norm Minimization. Sim-
ilar to the `0-pseudonorm case where `1-norm is the tightest
convex relaxation, the question is what is the tightest convex
relaxation of the set for matrices A 2 Rp⇥p:

{A : rank(A) = 1, kAkF = 1}?

The answer to this question is that of nuclear norm:

kAk⇤ =
X

i

�i(A).

I.e., by bounding the nuclear norm of the solution, we implic-
itly enforce a “sparsity” constraint on the set of singular values
of the matrix A. More strict nuclear norm bounds lead to a
“sparser” set of singular values, forcing some of them to be
zero (remember, the singular values cannot be negative, so the
lowest point they can get is that of zero), which means that
the matrix starts becoming more and more rank-deficient (the
more singular values of a matrix are zero, the more the rank
of that matrix decreases).

Given this intuition, one can throw away the rank constraint
in the matrix sensing scenario and substitute that with the nu-
clear norm constraint, as follows:

minimize
X2Rp⇥p

1
2 ·

m�1X

i=0

(yi � (A(X))i)
2

subject to kXk⇤  �,

for some � > 0 as a regularizer parameter.
Given this problem formulation, a natural way to solve the

problem is via convex projected gradient descent. The gradi-
ent descent step is projected onto the bounded nuclear norm

18 [79] considers also the case of a completely unstructured case and test the limitation of this
technique, which does not perform as expected due to lack of structure.
19To be precise, in QST, we have the PSD version of the matrix sensing problem with additional
trace constraints:

minimize
X2Rp⇥p

1
2 ·

m�1X

i=0

(yi � (A(X))
i
)2

subject to X ⌫ 0, rank(X)  r, tr(X)  1.
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Fig. 48. Illustration of some convex relaxations of known non-convex sets. The notation A should not be confused with the linear map in this chapter.
At the top, the set of unit-norm vectors that “live” on the coordinate axes can be “convexified” into a convex hull that matches the `1-norm with the unit norm. At the
bottom, the set of rank-1 matrices A with unit Frobenius norm kAkF = 1 can be “convexified” into a convex hull that matches the nuclear-norm of matrices of the same
dimensions with unit norm.

Fig. 49. Comparison between matrix multiplication (MM), i.e. X.U where X 2 Rm⇥m and U 2 Rm⇥r and SVD (all methods of truncated SVD) of X . In
both scenarios (varying rank r and varying dimension m), there is a big gap in SVD and matrix multiplication calculation. Theoretically, the complexity is the same for both
operations, but there are many matrix multiplications involved in SVD.

constraint set in each iteration. In math terms, the update
looks like:

Xt+1 = ⇧k·k⇤� (Xt � ⌘rf (Xt)) ,

where f(X) := 1
2ky �A(X)k22, and ⇧k·k⇤�(·) is the result of

the optimization problem:

⇧k·k⇤�(Z) =argmin
X2Rp⇥p

1
2 · kX � Zk2F

subject to kXk⇤  �,

As we have already discussed in previous chapters, the pro-
jection onto the set of bounded nuclear norms is calculated in
the closed form via the singular value decomposition (or recur-
sively using the power iteration method). I.e., to compute the
projection, one needs first to compute the O(p3) SVD to find
the singular values; then, these are “projected” and clipped so
that their summation is bounded by �; finally, the remaining
updated singular values (along with the corresponding singu-
lar vectors) gives us back the answer to this projection step.
The key note here is that the nuclear norm projection does not
guarantee low-rankness: We hope that by successively project-

ing the singular values over many iterations, several will be
suppressed and stay zero throughout the algorithm.

Overall, the above algorithm is convex and comes with ex-
cellent theoretical guarantees. However, by looking at Figure
49, it is clear that the complexity of the nuclear norm is an
expensive operation that scales cubicly with the size of the
problem p. As p increases in modern machine learning and
optimization applications, this is not a viable solution for e�-
cient solutions. This leads to the other alternative below.

ii) By keeping the rank-constraint: Iterative Hard Threshold-
ing. By keeping the rank constraint in the optimization de-
scription, we end up with a non-convex problem, similar to
the sparse problem in the previous chapter. The projection is
now on the rank constraint instead of the nuclear norm. Us-
ing the same notation as in the previous chapter, the rank-r
hard-thresholding projection is defined as:

Hr(Z) =argmin
X2Rp⇥p

1
2 · kX � Zk2F

subject to rank(X)  r.
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The above problem has a name: it is the well-known Eckart-
Young-Mirsky theorem that proves that the best rank-r ap-
proximation of a given matrix Z (concerning its Frobenius
norm distance) is provided by the rank-r SVD approximation
of the matrix Z (also known as the truncated SVD). But what
is the computational complexity of rank-r truncated SVD?
Based on arguments on power iteration, one can argue that the
complexity is of the order O(rp2), where r is usually indepen-
dent of p. This favorably compares to the nuclear norm min-
imization formulation, where the projection has O(p3) com-
plexity.
Given the above, the definition of the IHT matrix for low-

rank matrix sensing problems is straightforward:

Xt+1 = Hr (Xt � ⌘rf (Xt)) ,

where f(X) := 1
2ky � A(X)k22. Theorems on the matrix ver-

sion of IHT, step size selections, and adaptive schedules from
previous lectures are still present here.

Figure 49 highlights the di↵erent prices we pay, even if we
truncate SVD. It is obvious that even for this case, alternatives
should be devised to get a faster algorithm, if possible.

Low-rank matrices are matrices that are factorized. From now
on, we generalize our discussion to include more generic cases.
In particular, we study matrix problems of the form:

minimize
X2Rp⇥p

f(X),

where the minimizer X? 2 Rp⇥p is rank-r? (r?  p), or nearly
low rank; i.e., kX?�X?

r?kF is su�ciently small, for X?
r? being

the best rank-r? approximation of X?. In our discussions, f
is a di↵erentiable convex function. Further assumptions on f
will be described later in the text.

Specific instances of the above problem appear in several
applications in diverse research fields. A non-exhaustive list
includes factorization-based recommender systems [45,94–99],
multi-label classification tasks [100–105], dimensionality re-
duction techniques [106–111], density matrix estimation of
quantum systems [73, 78, 112], phase retrieval applications
[113, 114], sensor localization [115, 116] and protein cluster-
ing [117] tasks, image processing problems [118], as well as
applications in system theory [119]. Thus, it is critical to de-
vise user-friendly, e�cient, and provable algorithms, consider-
ing the (near) low-rank structure of X?.

In general, imposing a low-rank constraint could result in
an NP-hard problem. However, the above minimization with

Fig. 50. Demo on Iterative Hard Thresholding and Nuclear norm minimization.
p = 128, r = 2. Refer to python notebook

a rank constraint can be solved in polynomial time for appli-
cations where f has a specific structure. A prime example
is the matrix sensing problem [93, 98, 120], There, X? can be
recovered in polynomial time by solving the above problem
with a rank-constraint [61, 121–125], or by solving its convex
nuclear-norm relaxation, as in [57,126–130].

Although algorithms operating on X space have attractive
convergence rates, they simultaneously manipulate p⇥ p vari-
ables in X. This is computationally expensive in the high-
dimensional regime: typically, each iteration requires com-
puting at least the top-r singular value/vectors of matrices.
As p scale, the computational demands per iteration are pro-
hibitive.

Optimizing over factors:- In this section, we follow a di↵erent
path: a rank-r matrix X 2 Rp⇥p can be written as a product
of two matrices UV >, where U 2 Rp⇥r and V 2 Rp⇥r. Based
on this, we are interested in solving our problem at hand via
the UV > parametrization:

minimize
U2Rp⇥r,V 2Rp⇥r

f(UV >) where r  rank(X?)  p.

Note that characterizations of the above and the original prob-
lem are equivalent in the case rank(X?) = r.20 Observe that
such parameterization leads to a particular non-convexity in
f . Proving convergence for these settings becomes a more
challenging task due to the bi-linearity of the variable space.

Motivation. When r is much smaller than p, U 2 Rp⇥r and
V 2 Rp⇥r contain far fewer variables than X = UV >. Thus,
such parametrization makes it easier to update and store the
iterates U, V by construction.

Note that UV > reformulation automatically encodes the
rank constraint. Approaches working on X require computing
a truncated SVD21 per iteration, which can get cumbersome
in large-scale settings. In contrast, working with f(UV >) re-
places singular value computations with matrix-matrix multi-
plication operations. This is a more practical and realistic op-
tion when the dimension of the problem is large. E.g., matrix-
matrix multiplications could be parallelized much easier than
SVD computations.

Rank-1 Matrix Approximation Through Rank-1 PCA.To un-
derstand the above, we will consider a simpler rank-1 case.
The PCA problem is not an algorithm because we need SVD
to solve it. To solve the SVD problem, we need an algorithm
such as the power iteration. So, the PCA can be recast to the
following case.
Consider a simpler matrix factorization objective where we
minimize the following objective.

min
x2Rp,w2Rp

���M � xw>
���
2

F
, M 2 Rp⇥p,

where M is rank-1, symmetric matrix, kxk2 = kwk2 = 1. This
is equivalent to

min
Y 2Rp⇥p

kM � Y k2F , rank(Y ) = 1.

When we connect the above with matrix sensing, the objective
can also be vectorized:

���M � xw>
���
2

F
=
���vec(M)� vec

⇣
xw>

⌘���
2

2

= ky �A(X)k22

20By equivalent, we mean that the set of global minima in one contains that of the other. It re-
mains an open question whether the reformulation introduces spurious local minima in the factored
space for the majority of f cases.
21This holds in the best scenario; in the convex case, where the rank constraint is “relaxed” by the
nuclear norm, the projection onto the nuclear-norm ball often requires a complete SVD calculation.
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where y = vec(M) and A are like an identity mapping that
takes a matrix and makes it into a vector. Hence, it is a matrix
sensing formulation with a rank-1 constraint.

Something we will use for our analysis is the SVD represen-
tation of the M matrix:

M =
pX

i=1

�iuiv
>
i ,

where kuik = kvik = 1,�1 � �2... � �p � 0. Here, the rank
of M is arbitrary; it could be full rank. But, what we care
about is the rank-1 approximation of M . Note that the sin-
gular vectors are orthogonal unless they have the same index,
i.e.,

u>
i uj = 0, v>i vj = 0, for i 6= j.

Given the above, let us try to simplify the objective at hand:

���M � xw>
���
2

F
= kMk2F � 2x>Mw +

���xw>
���
2

F

= kMk2F � 2x>Mw + kxk22 · kwk22

Hence, our objective is:

f(x) = min
x2Rm,w2Rn

�2x>Mw + kxk22 · kwk22

which is a minimization over x and w. So we can do alternate
minimization (fix one and minimize over the other).
Assuming we know x optimal and we only minimize over w.
Let

f(x) = min
w2Rn

�2X>Mw + kxk22 · kwk22,

Where f(x) is convex, �2x>Mw is linear term and kxk22 ·kwk22
is quadratic, thus by convexity

rw = 0 ! �2MTx+ 2kxk22 · w = 0

! w =
MTx
kxk22

Substituting w in the original problem:

f(x,w) = �2x>MM>x
kxk22

+ kxk22 ·
x>MM>x

kxkL2

f(x,w) = f(x) = �2x>Mw + kxk22kwk22

f(x,w) = �x>MM>x
kxk22

Thus, the original problem is equivalent to the following:

min
x,w2Rm

f(x) := �x>MM>x
kxk22

Where we have a closed-form solution for w.

The length of x does not matter; only its direction matters.
To see this, define temporarily y = x

kxk22
. Then

min
x2Rm

f(x) ⌘ min
y2Rm,kyk=1

�y>MM>y

Consider the PCA problem for rank-1, which is usually de-
fined as

max(x>⌃x), kxk2 = 1

Given the covariance matrix ⌃ of the data, we want to find
the direction of the maximum variance(i.e., find the normal-
ized vector that correlates with the direction that best approx-
imates the data). So, putting things together, we have

min(�y>MM>y) = max(y>MM>y) = y>⌃y

This problem is non-convex now, where the objective can be
perceived as finding the max eigenvalue of MM>.

What does the objective look like?: Maximizing on a bowl
(it is not a perfect bowl because of di↵erent eigenvalues) with
a ring constraint. The solution is unique because we assume
no two eigenvalues are the same.

We then want to apply gradient descent on x instead of
power iteration.

Via the inner product expression:

hx, u1i = cos(✓) · ku1k · kxk2

Since ✓ depends on x, and ku1k2 = 1, we have:

✓(x) = cos�1

✓
1

kxk2
< x, u1 >

◆

We do gradient descent to solve this optimization problem
(we can’t do SVD/power iteration as we try to avoid it).

xt+1 = xt � ⌘ ·rf (xt)

Applying quotient rule

rf (xt) =
1

kxk42
·
h
rx

⇣
�x>MM>x

⌘
kxk22

+ x>MM>x ·rxkxk22
i

=
1

kxk42

h
�2kxk22 ·MM>X + 2

⇣
x>MM>x

⌘
· x
i

=
2

kxk42

h⇣
x>MM>x

⌘
x� kxk22 ·MM>x

i

We can write M as

M =

min{m,n}X

i=1

�i · UiV
T
i

�1 > �2 > . . . > 0

The solution corresponds to the biggest/first singular value.

A key observation for gradient descent on PCA is that if
hxt, u1i = 0 (e.g. xt = u2), then hxt+1, u1i = 0, implies we are
going orthogonal to the eigen vector u1. To prove it:

hxt+1, u1i = hxt � ⌘rf (xt) , u1i
= hxt, u1i � ⌘hrf (xt)i = �⌘ hrf (xt) , u1i
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hrf (xt) , u1i =
2

kxtk42

h⇣
x>
t MM>xt

⌘
x>
t u1�

kxtk22x>
t MM>u1

i

= � 2

kxtk42
· kxtk22 x>

t MM>u1

= � 2

kxtk22
· x>

t ·
 
X

i

�2
i uiu

>
i

!
u1

= � 2

kxtk22
· x>

t · (�2
1u1u

>
1 )u1

= � 2

kxtk22
�2
1x

>
t u1 = 0

i.e.,

hxt+1, u1i = � 2

kxtk22
�2
1x

>
t u1 = 0

Remark:

i) If xt is orthogonal to u1 then xt+1 is also orthogonal to u1.
This is a no-improvement state.

ii) This further means that if we start from a point such that
hx0, u1i = 0, we fail to recover u1. We will be trapped in
the saddle point here.

iii) However, there is hope that we can start from any point
that is not orthogonal to U1. This is like selecting a point
not from the vector span of ui, i 6= 1. A randomly selected
point x0 2 Rm almost surely has a non-zero component on
the span of u1.

We want to study the behavior of the potential function.
Define a potential function

 t+1 = 1� hxt+1, u1i2

kxt+1k22
Intuition: if  t+1 ! 0, xt+1 aligns with u1 and

hxt+1, u1i2

kxt+1k22
! 1,

which is the optimal thing to achieve for normalized vectors.
We have the following:

kxt+1k22 = kxt � ⌘rf (xt)k22

= kxtk22 � 2⌘x>
t rf (xt) + ⌘2 · krf (xt) k22

Observe that:

x>
t rf (xt) =

2

kxtk42

⇣⇣
x>
t MM>xt

⌘
· kxtk22

� kxtk22
⇣
x>
t MM>xt

⌘⌘

= 0

Hence

kxt+1k22 = kxtk22 � 2⌘x>
t rf (xt) + ⌘2 · krf (xt) k22

= kxtk22 + ⌘2 · krf (xt)k22

Then

 t+1 = 1� hxt+1, u1i2

kxt+1k22

= 1� hxt, u1i2 � 2⌘ · hxt, u1i hrf (xt) , u1i+ ⌘2. hrf (x1i , u1i
kxtk22 + ⌘2 · krf (xt)k22

We know that

hxt, u1i2

kxt+1k22
=

⌧
xt+1

kxt+1k2
, u1

�2

= cos2 (✓ (xt+1))

And 1� cos2(✓(x+ 1)) = sin2 (✓ (xt + 1)).

Using these facts, it turns out that.

sin2 (✓ (xt+1))  sin2 ✓ (xt) +
⌘2

kxtk22
· krf (xt)k22

+
2⌘

kxtk22
· hxt, u1i hrf (xt) , u1i .

1) For the inner product hrf (xt) , u1i we have:

hrf (xt) , u1i 6 � 2
kxtk2

�
�2
1 � �2

2

�
· sin2 ✓ (xt) · cos ✓ (xt)  0

2) For krf (xt)k22 we have:

krf (xt)k22  4

kxtk22

�
�4
1 + �4

2

�
· sin2 ✓ (xt)

Then we will get:

sin2 (✓ (xt+1))  sin2 (✓ (xt))
⇣
1 +

4⌘2

kx1k42

�
�4
1 + �4

2

�

� 4⌘

kxtk22
·
�
�2
1 � �2

2

�
· hxt, u1i2

kxtk22

⌘

If given a proper initialization, we will provide local conver-
gence guarantees; we get convergence to the global minimum.

1) If hxt,u1i2
kxtk22

� c, such that 0  c < 1,

we obtain:

sin2 ✓(xt+1)  sin2 ✓(xt)(1 +
4⌘2

kxtk42
(�4

1 + �4
2)�

4⌘

kxtk22
(�2

2 � �2
2) · c)

2) Select ⌘ = c
2 · �2

1��2
2

�4
1+�4

2
· kxtk22

Then

p = 1 + c2 · �
2
1 � �2

2

�2
1 + �2

2

� 2 · c2 · �
2
1 � �2

2

�2
1 + �2

2

= 1� c2 · �
2
1 � �2

2

�2
1 + �2

2

< 1

Thus
sin2 (✓ (xt+1))  ⇢ sin2 (✓ (xt))

Where ⇢ < 1. We achieve linear convergence O(log 1
✏ ) without

using SVD at any step.

Some properties of the proof:
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1. Initialization does matter: e.g., for example, some initial-
izations do not lead to convergence for PCA.

2. After proper initialization, one can prove convergence to
the global minimum. Despite this, such convergence re-
sults are called local convergence guarantees.

3. Often, the theory dictates how to set the step size to obtain
convergence. In some cases, it is a range of values; in other
cases, we rely on a specific step size.

It motivates matrix factorization to be useful.

Alternate minimization.Back to the original problem, we have
a matrix-sensing objective

min
X2Rp⇥p

1
2

nX

i=1

(yi � hAi, Xi)2

With low-rank constraint rank(X) < r. Instead of that, we
can represent X as

X = UV T

The objective now is constraint-free

X = arg min
U2Rn⇥r,V 2Rp⇥r

1
2

m�1X

i=0

(yi � hAi,UVTi)2

Key di↵erences with PCA: 1) The number of observations is
less than the number of parameters, 2) Mapping A is not iden-
tity but satisfies a restricted isometry property.
Now, if we do not restrict the objective to least squares:

X = arg min
U2Rm⇥rr,V 2Rn⇥r

f
⇣
UV >

⌘

Here, Restricted isometry can be substituted by Restricted
Strong Convexity.

To solve this, we perform alternate minimization (not in a
true sense, as we are not using updated Ui+1 from the first
step in the second step). The method is also called Factored
Gradient descent.

Ui+1 = Ui � ⌘rf
⇣
UiV

>
i

⌘
· Vi

Vi+1 = Vi � ⌘rf
⇣
(UiV

>
i

⌘>
· Ui

Although we have a constraint-less optimization problem
now, factorization brings another problem. The objective is
not convex. New saddle points, as well as global and local
minima, have been introduced.

X? = U?V ?T = U?R ·RTV ?T = bU? bV ?T

For all R such that RRT = I
For example, if:

f(X) =
1
2
· ky � vec(A ·X)k22

Where

X? =


1 1
1 1

�

is a unique solution with r = 1

U? =
⇥
1 1

⇤>
or [�1� 1]>

Multiple factorizations are possible. Hence, it ruins convexity.

Another example:
Weighted low-rank approximation

f
⇣
uu>

⌘
=
X

ij

Wij ·
�
X?

ij � uiuj

�2

where

X? =


1 �1
�1 1

�
and W =


100 1
1 100

�

As non-convexity is introduced, proper initialization is the
key.

To find some guarantees on convergence: We will start
with a general recipe for proving convergence.

kxt+1 � x?k2# = kxt � ⌘rf (xt)� x?k2#
= kxt � x?k2# � 2⌘ hrf (xt) , xt � x?i+

⌘2 krf (xt)k2#

Where # is the norm, it indicates a general class of distance
functions. The geometric intuition of hrf (xt) , xt � x?i:
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Fig. 51. Angle between the direction of the gradient and correct direction should
be less than ⇡/2

We need the following to hold true to bound kxt+1 � x?k2#

hrf (xt) , xt � x?i � ↵ kxt � x?k2# + � krf (xt)k2#

for su�cient ↵,� � 0 such that

kxt � x?k2# � 2⌘ hrf (xt) , xt � x?i+ ⌘2 krf (xt)k2#

 kxt � x?k2# � c↵⌘ kxt � x?k2# �
�
c⌘� � ⌘2

�
krf (xt)k2#

This connects with the convex optimization problem we have
seen so far.

hrf(x)�rf(y), x�yi � µL
µ+ L

kx�yk22+
1

µ+ L
krf(x)�rf(y)k22

If y = X? and since rf(X?) = 0

hrf(x), x�X?i � µL
µ+ L

kx�X?k22 +
1

µ+ L
krf(x)k22

It encourages us to ensure that our approach to getting a bond
is correct.

For simplicity, now consider X to be positive semi-definite.
Hence X = UU>.
Define a distance metric, where the distance between any
arbitrary matrix U and U⇤, DIST is defined as:

DIST(U,U⇤) = min
R:R2Or

kU � U⇤RkF

O is the set of r⇥r orthonormal matrices R, such that RTR =
I. R is also called a rotational matrix since UU> = URR>U>.
There can be infinite U⇤, but we need an optimal U where dis-
tance is one with the closest U⇤ up to one rotation R. The
DIST will help us get a good initial point.
We also know

Ut+1 = Ut � ⌘rf
⇣
UtU

>
t

⌘
· Ut = Ut � ⌘rf (Xt) · Ut

Then we have

DIST (Ut+1, U
⇤)2 = min

R2Or

kUt+1 � U⇤Rk2F

6 kUt+1 � U⇤Rtk2F
= kUt+1 � Ut + Ut � U⇤Rtk2F
= kUt+1 � Utk2F + kUt � U⇤Rtk2F
+ 2 hUt+1 � Ut, Ut � U⇤Rti
= kUt+1 � Utk2F +DIST (Ut, U

⇤)2

+ 2 hUt+1 � Ut, Ut � U⇤Rti
= ⌘2 krf (Xt)Utk2F + kUt � U⇤Rtk2F
+ 2⌘ hrf (Xt)Ut, Ut � U⇤Rti

The key result is the fact that we can prove a regulatory
condition:

D
rf (Xt)Ut, U � UkR

E
> 2

3
⌘ · krf (Xt)Uk2F +

3µ
20
�r (X

⇤) ·DIST (Ut, U
⇤)2

Using the last two equations, we have:

DIST (Ut+1, U
⇤)2 6 DIST (Ut � U⇤Rt)

2+⌘2 ·krf (Xt)Utk2F

�4
3
⌘2 krf (Xt)Utk2F � 6µ⌘

20
�r (X

⇤) ·DIST (Ut, U
⇤)2

6
✓
1� 3µ⌘

10
�r (X

⇤)

◆
·DIST (Ut, U

⇤)2

This defines the step size ⌘.
In practice, the paper ”Dropping Convexity for Faster

Semidefinite Optimization” has a more sophisticated but more
practical ⌘. However, to prove the regulatory condition, we re-
quire

DIST (Ut, U
⇤)  ⇢ · �r(X

?)
1
2

for all t,
which means

DIST (Ut, U
⇤)  ⇢ · �r(X

?)
1
2

leads to good initialization.
As we have gone from convex to the non-convex regime,

we have created a dependence over the singular values of X?,
which we do not know.

In the end, it gives the following convergence guarantee:

THEOREM: LOCAL CONVERGENCE

Theorem 11. If f is a “nice” function and (Ui, Vi) are su�-
ciently close to U?, V ?), then non-convex alternating gradient
descent i) converges to (U?, V ?), and ii) achieves the same
convergence guarantees with convex optimization:

Theorem 12. Global convergence with better initialization: If
the function f is “well-conditioned,” then non-convex alternat-
ing gradient descent converges to the global optimum / optima.

i.e in O( 1✏ ) or in O(log 1
✏ ) we will have

f
⇣
bU bV >

⌘
� f

⇣
U?V ?>

⌘
 "

Goal: Initialize such that (U0, V0) is su�ciently close to
(U⇤, V ⇤)
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Proposed initialization
1) Compute X0 / rf(0n⇥p)
2) Perform one SVD calculation:

X0 = U0V
T
0

If the function f is “well-conditioned,” then non-convex al-
ternating gradient descent converges to the global optimum /
optima.

The impact here will be that instead of SVD at each step,
we will calculate SVD for the first step. The guarantees are
weak, but often, it works in practice!
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